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The paper reviews the spoken but unknown behavioral ‘rail factor’ that may bias travel forecasts toward rail, or favor
investments in urban rail, foster economic development, or add to satisfaction of travel. An examination of the rail fac-
tor hypothesis is timely because of the many high-speed rail (HSR) ‘bullet train’ projects implemented and planned,
especially in Europe. Many railway passenger services have negative net benefits and require taxpayer subsidies,
and the HSR projects have experienced substantial cost overruns. In this paper the hidden and unspoken rail factor hy-
pothesis is examined from cognitive and unconscious points of view. The former is based on the mode specific con-
stants in mode choice models, types of travel time data, values of travel time reductions, and citizen preferences in
two urban transport corridors. The unconscious view is based on Freud's conception of the unconscious, on ‘knowledge
illusion’ and perceptions about rail travel. It is pointed out that the cognitive factors already broach the unconscious
and its dynamics. The cognitive views and realism of the unconscious are brought together via a literature review of
the most typical genres on rail factor research.
The findings indicate that a behavioral ‘rail factor’may exist in planning and derives from the pleasure principle, while
the revealed preferences inmodels, based on the reality principle, and the built projects contraindicate the presence of
a ‘rail factor’. The paper calls for perceptive public participation processes, for a greater scope of issues in planning
transport projects to help reinforce the reality principle, and for explicit recognition of the unconscious (motives) in
transport infrastructure and service decisions.
Keywords:
Rail factor
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Transport planning
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Unconscious
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1. Introduction

There is a common belief in an enigmatic rail (bias) factor, which skews
mode choices in passenger transport, fashions pro-rail transport policies,
and contributes to the delivery of tangible benefits. From that belief follows
claims that rail-based passenger transport generates benefits greater than
its costs. Rail users obtain direct (social) benefits from reductions in travel
time, travel cost, and the externalities; ‘wider economic impacts’ (WEI)
are claimed from protection of the environment, better land use patterns,
economic development and job creation. This paper examines the validity
of a rail factor hypothesis in travel demand models with which the benefits
are calculated, and it examines the use of that hypothesis in planning in two
travel corridors in framing the alternatives and decisions. These two aspects
of a rail factor hypothesis, travel demand and planning, are related but sep-
arate in transport decision-making.

The author researched travel demand models over several years: for
Skokie Swift in Chicago (Talvitie, 1967), for Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART) in the 1970s (McFadden et al., 1977), with Baltimore data in the
a 22,152, USA.

r Ltd. This is an open access article
1980s (Talvitie et al., 1981), and as practitioner in the 1990s and 2000s.
As a Metro user, the rail factor idea was odd and of no interest. Planning
for “Westmetro”, a metro line west from Helsinki to Espoo, in 2009, and
planning in Columbia Pike Corridor in Arlington County, in Washington
DCmetropolitan area, in 2013–2014, both discussed in this paper, changed
that lack of interest.

A rail factor was important in urban rail investments. Many speakers
mentioned the concept in conferences in the 1970s, and Pickrell (1989)
later analyzed the investments. The concept was invoked in the planning
documents and public participation events for Westmetro in Helsinki,
Finland, and Columbia Pike Transit Corridor in (Strafica et al. 2005, and
2012; Pike Transit Initiative, 2005).

In Espoo there was a well-performing dedicated bus lane on the motor-
way, a form of BRT (bus rapid transit), integrated with residential collec-
tion. Westmetro's (social) benefit-cost study had questionable weights for
the excess time components and values of travel time reductions, and low
investment costs (Strafica and Ramboll, 2006). The costs more than dou-
bled and the opening was delayed over a year. In the citizen meetings,
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.
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Table 1
Alternative specific constants in several model specifications (Negative value indicates dislike in comparison to Bus-walk).

Model
specification

Non-generic travel time coefficients (auto – transit) Generic travel time coefficients

M1. Pre-Bart
Modela

(Table 11)

M2. Post-Bart
Modelaa

(Table 17)

M3. Different VTT for
suburban/ urban
residents (Table 20)

M4. Conditional model
on Car Ownership
(Table 21)

M5. Combination
of M3 and M4
(Table 22)

M6. Post-Bart Model
used in IIA tests
(Table 36)

M7. Model with
Network Dataf

M8. Model with
Experienced Time
Dataf

Alternativea

Bus with
walk
access

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

BART with
walk
access

N.A. −2.28b −2.17b −2.25b −2.20b −1.94b −1.154b −0.579c

BART with
Bus Access

N.A −0.473c −1.278d −0.524c −0.595c −0.159c −1.285 0.0842c

Bus with
auto access

−1.597d −2.429d −2.376d −1.634e −1.573e −2.845d −2.278d −2.398d

Bart with
auto
accessd

N.A. −1.489d −1.664d −0.684e −0.663e −1.515d −0.545d −0.158d

Shared rided −0.58 0.049 0.472 0.761 1.062 −2.39 −0.858 −0.709

Source: McFadden et al. (1977). Table references refer to numbering in this source.
a. The alternatives are: In Pre-Bart model: Drive alone; Bus-walk (access); Bus-auto; Shared ride. In Post-Bart models: Drive alone; Bus-walk; Bus-auto; Bart-walk; Bart-auto;
Bart-bus; Shared ride. ‘VTT’ is the value of travel time.
b. Walk access links to BART, also in the parking lots, were coded very low causing the Walk Access dummy to assume effects that should be attributed to the walk time co-
efficient (discussed in Section 4).
c. Insignificant (t-value <1).
d. Mode specific constants adjusted for drivers in the household and autos per driver at the mean level. M3 had no ‘autos per driver’ variable.
e. Mode specific constants adjusted for autos per household at the mean level.
f. Talvitie and Dehghani (1979).

2 The model with non-generic in-vehicle time is used because its coefficient for auto and
transit was statistically different or unstable. Consequently, “Unlucky 13” transit riders whose
network-coded transit travel timewas>45min longer than by carwere removed from the sam-
ple (not by the author). No-one was removed from the models with experienced travel times
based on choice. Persons who could not use a mode were removed – a bridge painter with
equipment or persons with a driving handicap or tunnel claustrophobia. Unusual travel behav-
ior or preferenceswere allowed. Examination of the interviews showed, for example, that there
were persons who first rode BART to opposite direction to get a seat toward the destination.
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the users and residents supported for the bus system in the corridor for its
fast, dependable and transfer free service to downtown Helsinki.

A long planning process that supported the now canceled LRT (light rail
transit) in Columbia Pike Transit Corridor was subject of an academic study
on the application of belief reasoning in planning (Kronprasert and Talvitie,
2014a, 2014b, 2014c). The author attended public hearings for this and the
Espoo projects

There may also be a bus factor. To Save on Rail Lines, Market the Bus Line
reports The New York Times (February 19, 2015) when researchers found
“riding a bus carries a ‘shame factor’… [Nonetheless] Orange line in San
Fernando Valley…managed to gain acceptance among ‘choice riders’.
Focus groups called it…‘the bourgeois bus’.” Liberalization of the bus mar-
ket has noticeably increased bus travel in many EU and buses have become
popular (‘Revolution on wheels’ - The Economist, October 24th–30th,
2015. Crozet, 2015). The paper provides empirical support for a bus factor.

2. Research approach

Context, data their collection and calculation, and other details are nor-
mally absent in papers referred to in journals. This may be a source of bias.
In this paper a different research approach is followed that may seem un-
usual, but it has fundamental merits. Rather than reviewing pertinent liter-
ature first, it is annotated and done last.

The approach used is best described by Donald Winnicott (1945), an
eminent British psychoanalyst: “I shall not first give an historical survey
and show the development of my ideas from the theories of others, because
my mind does not work that way. What happens is that I gather this and
that, here and there, settle down to clinical experience, form my own theo-
ries and then, last of all, interest myself in looking to seewhere I stole what.
Perhaps this is as good a method as any.” (Winnicott, 1945). Observation,
gathering data and evidence, “this and that… here and there”, combined
with (my) “clinical experience” and critical thinking is the scientific
method used. Literature, reviewed in Section 7, was consulted later.

This paper examines the verity of a rail factorwith data that span 40 years
using the above a research approach. The third section presents evidence for a
rail factor from travel demand models. The fourth section discusses public
hearings where the citizens voice opinion on rail and bus transport alterna-
tives experiential benefits and costs—and hence a rail factor. Value of travel
2

time reductions pertinent to a rail factor evaluation is the topic in thefifth sec-
tion. The sixth makes a psychoanalytic interpretation of a rail factor in deci-
sions. The seventh section has a literature review and the eighth concludes.

3. Rail factor: Evidence from mode choice models

The alternative specific constants, the ‘dummy variables’, the modes'
unobserved attributes provide a means to study the unobservable rail fac-
tor. This approach is followed in this section.

The car-rail mode choice model for “Skokie Swift” (Talvitie, 1967)—a
rail link from Skokie, a suburb of Chicago, to Howard Street ‘L' station for
transfer to the ‘L' downtown–showed that the access and linehaul times
were weighted equally, suggesting that the excess times were not valued
with the usual 1.5–2.5 rule of thumb used in finding the minimum paths
for trips. The model gave no evidence about a rail factor, but that rail pref-
erence was strongly related to location of residence and the number of
workers in the household. Interestingly, the model indicated a cost elastic-
ity of −0.32—a commonly used number.

In Urban Travel Demand Forecasting Project (UTDFP) at University of
California, Berkeley, several mode choice models were estimated in the
context of Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). In Table 1 model M2 is the
reference specification (McFadden et al., 1977).

The dummy variables in Table 1 are examined for several model
specifications: non-generic and generic travel time coefficients; different
travel time coefficients for urban and suburban residents; models conditional
to auto ownership;modelswith zone-to-zoneminimumpath travel times and
costs from the coded networks; andmodels with experienced level-of-service
variables (travel times and costs on reported paths from origin to destina-
tion). Model with non-generic in-vehicle time was used as the base.2



3 Arlington County Board views: http://arlington.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_
id=2&clip_id=2835 (accessed 10/2017)

Table 2
Models with Express Bus. BART Data and Generic Travel Time

Model Data Network LOS
(Table 11)

Experienced LOS
(Table 11)

Network LOS
(Table B2)

Experienced LOS
(Table B2)

Alternativea

Express bus
(non-CBD)

0.308b (W)
−0.554

0.040b (W)
−0.595

−0.432 (W)
−0.836

−0.367 (W)
−0.764

BART with walk accessc −0.912d −0.225 −0.478 −0.215
BART with bus accessc −0.363 −0.108 −0.478 −0.215
Bart with auto accessc 0.145d −0.175 −0.885 −0.612

Source: Talvitie et al. (1981) State University of New York at Buffalo. Table references refer to numbering in this source.
a. The alternatives: Drive alone; Local Bus; Express Bus; BART-walk; BART-auto; BART-bus; Shared ride.
b. Marginally statistically significant (t = 1.8).
c. Adjusted for CBD destination. For non-CBD destinations subtract ~0.85 for experienced and ~ 2.25 for network data.
d. Walk access links to BART, also in the parking lots, were coded low (Talvitie, 1976) and caused these dummies to assume effects that belong to the walk time coefficient.
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The dummy variables in Table 1, ‘astrology of the models’ (using Dave
Hartgen's evocative expression), give ambiguous answers. The clearest evi-
dence for a rail factor should come from a comparison of BUS-walk (access)
and BART-walk modes. Models estimated with network level-of-service
(LOS) variables suggest instead that there is a bus factor; bus is preferred
to BART. The exception is Model M8, with experienced LOS, where the
key dummy variables are statistically insignificant. With certainty the
high negative values for BART-walk in the network LOS data models
resulted from very low coded walk times (averaging 29 min in M1-M7
and 123 min in M8 (Talvitie and Dehghani, 1979). Model specifications
M3, M4 and M7 also support preference of bus over BART.

There is weak indication for a rail factor for BART-auto access. BART-
auto is always preferred to BUS-auto, except in Model 8 due to insignificant
dummy coefficient. Even that inference is ambiguous. Bus mode is hetero-
geneous and covers both Express Bus and Local Bus; this is discussed in the
next sub-section. An accessmode analysis (Talvitie, 1976) showed that auto
access time to BART was coded low and this was reflected in high (auto
time) and low mode-specific coefficient values. Drivers arriving late in
the morning either parked far from the station or drove to another station
with more available parking.

In the foregoing discussion importance is placed on input data for
obtaining good predictive models. Analyses in Talvitie and Dehghani
(1979) showed that the predicted modal shares using a post-BART model
with the two kinds LOS data, coded network and experienced, and identical
socioeconomic data, the predicted overestimation of BART ridership was
due to the use of network LOS data.

In summary, the models give no evidence for a rail factor but there is
weak evidence for a bus factor. With the exception mentioned above, the
author has most confidence in the results from model M8 that uses the ex-
perienced LOS data, which also had better forecasting accuracy. Evidence
and discussion later the value of travel time reductions from the different
models further buttresses that conclusion.

3.1. The problem of express bus

Table 1models showed strong dislike of BUS-auto. The likely causes are
the bus mode's heterogeneity, a lack of parking near bus stops, and unob-
served effects. In Table 2 the constants are from models which separate
Local Bus and Express Bus to examine differences between Express Bus and
BART. The results, though not wholly satisfactory, show importance of
CBD (Central Business District) destination to BART and probably to all
urban rail. Guidance follows to help navigate the “astrology” in Table 2.

The first column in Table 2 is shown for completeness sake, because the
networkwalk times for BART-walk and BART-autowere coded ‘wrongly’ as
indicated earlier. Important is the comparison of Express Bus with walk ac-
cess, designated (W), with the BART mode constants adjusted for the CBD-
dummy. That is the most optimistic case for BART (only 23% of the sample
population had a CBD destination). The lower-row Express Bus constants
should be compared with the BART modes constants not adjusted for the
CBD-dummy, the values to be subtracted are in footnote c. The models
use the generic in-vehicle travel time, and the models labeled B2 use total
3

travel time, which had statistical support. The LOS aggregation also reduces
data error in the network based B2 model.

A fair inference from Table 2 is that for CBD destinations Express Bus
(W) is comparable or better to all BART modes and that BART is inferior
to Express Bus for non-CBD destinations; the importance of walk access to
public transit also stands out. Both are important findings. A conclusion
from Tables 1 and 2 is that while there are technical difficulties to detect
a mode factor from the alternative specific constants, no travel behavioral
rail factor was established from revealed preference models. It is important
to note that recent liberalization of the bus market has increased bus travel
in many EU countries. In Germany bus travel has increased from 3 million
passengers in 2012 to 25 million in 2015 (Crozet, 2015).

4. Public participation and rail factor

Public hearings are an important window into preferences and provide
narratives and data for planning. Speakers in public inquiries express views
about real alternatives and reveal real preferences better than the solicited
and goal-oriented views in Focus Groups. The author attended public hear-
ings of the rail projects discussed below, which is based on observations in
the meetings and the planning documents.

Jurisdiction matters a great deal in planning although often ignored. In
Arlington County, Columbia Pike Corridor runs from the Pentagon, the De-
partment of Defense very large office building with 23,000 employees, to
Skyline apartment complex, 7.4 miles. In Alexandria, a mile east from the
apartment complex is Northern Virginia Community College with 17,000
students, and two miles east is a building with >7000 employees. These
two traffic generators were not included in the alternative analyses,
which included enhanced bus (minor costs), BRT ($40–60 million), and
LRT ($330–500 million). LRT, would be 2–3 min faster with no effect on
mode split. Small travel time reductions for cars and trucks were as irrele-
vant to the planners and attendees as the reduced travel time on transit.

It was clear in the public hearings that the planners and the Arlington
County Board3 thought the LRT supported best the goals of Columbia
Pike corridor project for ‘Mobility’, ‘Economic development’, and ‘Livability
and Sustainability’; the alternatives were equal in achieving ‘Safe Environ-
ment’, but low on agreement for LRT support a ‘Multi-modal Transport Sys-
tem’ (Kronprasert and Talvitie, 2014a).

Consensus to among the planners, consultants and the Board was not
shared by everyone present. There was a distinct division: the older people
(say 40 and over) favored BRT and the younger favored LRT. But many
young renters also voiced that TOD meant ‘transit-oriented displacement’;
LRT-propelled economic development would require them to move out
from the city to a more affordable rent location.

All favored walkable and clean environment. Travel time reductions
were never mentioned and there was no call for a benefit-cost analysis. Be-
lief for LRT stimulus to economic development was implied with pictures.
One could sense both enthusiasm and anxiety about unknown changes.

http://arlington.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=2&amp;clip_id=2835
http://arlington.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=2&amp;clip_id=2835
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The younger were willing to take the risk. The defining issues in the hear-
ings were the high costs of the LRT and how they would be paid for, TOD
– both economic and displacement— disruption, aesthetics, and the
environment.

In recent past Columbia Pike corridor has changed. New businesses
have opened, and high-end apartment buildings built along it. They may
have set the corridor planning work in motion in the first place. Funding
for the LRT was in the bag; federal and state support was secured, and Ar-
lington County expected higher property taxes in the corridor to cover the
rest. LRT was a major issue in a special election for a County Board seat
in 2014. It was won by LRT opponent and caused the Board to cancel the
project without canceling transport improvements in the corridor. Develop-
ment in Columbia Pike corridor continues.

The story is different in Helsinki. Metro was not canceled, and public
hearings were ‘managed’. Pros and cons of several alternatives: improved
bus, Metro underground and above ground, and three tram systems but
no (improved) BRT (!), were enumerated and supported by benefits and
costs or qualitative descriptions. There was no uncertainty what alternative
the planners and the cities favored.

The with-metro mode split in the corridor was forecast to be 46.2%
against 46.1% for the (current) BRT-like bus. The (social) benefit-cost
ratio was calculated at 1.2. The benefits came from reduced total travel
time (11%), from better level of service (42%, from the weighted excess
time components), and ‘mode choice behavior’—the rail factor! There
also were benefits from reduced accidents (no deaths in the bus system in
the past 25 years!). The non-monetary travel demand “benefits” were
71% of the total. When the service level, accident and ‘rail factor’ benefits
are excluded, the benefit-cost ratio is about 0.5 at the low-balled cost esti-
mate. (Benefit/cost ratio for €54 ($60) million BRT is about 5).4

This meant that other reasons had to be found to shore up Westmetro.
The planners civil servants and consultants— and most politicians and
some interest groups argued that Westmetro would enhance the cityscape
and the image of the city, organize land use and TOD, be comfortable, se-
cure, reliable, less polluting and easy to visualize. Political leadership and
many officials voiced, with business and industry backing, that Westmetro
would meet the Regional Plan objective of rail-based public transport,
strengthen regional integration, jobs and economic development. House
buyers and housing developments would pay part of the cost through zon-
ing changes and zoning permits. And, without evidence, it was argued that
Westmetro extension further west to would increase ridership and transit
mode split!

In the hearings, bus users and many citizens praised the low cost of the
current BRT-like bus, its direct origin-to-destination service and less trans-
fers, its high frequency and reliability, and flexibility to adjust to land use
changes, little disruption during construction. In short, people were satis-
fied with the bus service in the corridor, which they perceived to have
greater personal security.

Political and planning powers prevailed. Decision to build the first
segment of 13.4 km long Metro tunnel from Helsinki to Espoo was
made in 2009 at investment cost of €452 ($502) million, which esca-
lated to €850 ($944) million) shortly thereafter. Westmetro opened in
November 2017, more than one year late. Extension further west has
also been decided. The benefit-cost ratio of the extension is 0.60 using
similar benefit calculations and a cost estimate of €767 ($851) million,
still low but more realistic than the less-truthful estimate for the first
segment. The arguments in favor of the Westmetro extension are the
same. Two wrongs made right.

In this tale of two cities benefit-cost analyses were not important. This is
probably generally true. The driving force, at least for rail transit, were
promises of economic development. The public and private sector planners
were un-tuned to citizen voices. In Arlington, the election-voices counted in
4 This estimate was not reported. Westway BRT Corridor had the best transit service in Hel-
sinki Region. Thefinal cost forWestmetrowas €1.2 ($1,3) billion, not including one year delay
cost. From 2009 to 2017 the construction cost index increased 7%.

4

Espoo they did not. In both unspoken, conscious and unconscious emo-
tional factors that favored rail-based solutions.

Before discussing the value of travel time an interesting vignette from a
transport hearing event in Finland gives a starting point. A woman opined
that benefits from travel time reductions should be reconsidered. Wi-fi on
her bus trip to work allowed her to read work emails in the bus and at ar-
rival she was ready for meetings and other tasks. Minor reduction in travel
time would be of no benefit for her.

5. About the value of travel time reductions

Travel time reductions are one link between travel behavior and plan-
ning. They account for 70–90% of direct social benefits of transport invest-
ments. Results in this section first show the wide range of value of travel
time (VTT) and its relation to travel mode and residence location in work
trips and then challenge its use in social benefit calculations for passenger
travel.

The range of VTT estimates and model parameters of interest, are in
Table 3. They show that the auto in-vehicle time coefficient is 2–3 times
higher than that for transit; a statistically significant difference. The
coded network LOS data support the accepted belief that the excess times
(walk, wait, transfer) are valued 1.5–3 times higher than the in-vehicle
time. However, the experienced LOS data support statistical equality of
all travel time coefficients. This was already found in the Skokie Swift
and the BART Access Mode/Access Station choice model (Talvitie, 1976).
It is as if the weights used in building the interzonal paths are transferred
to the mode choice model as I proposed long ago (Talvitie and Dehghani,
1979).

The models with experienced travel times yield lower values of time
than the network-based travel times: 25–37% of the post-tax wage rate.
The transit in-vehicle time is 20–50% of the auto in-vehicle time, and, as
already noted, the coefficients values for experienced travel time compo-
nents are statistically equal. Urban dwellers value their traveling time
higher than the suburbanites; the exception is transit in-vehicle time.
Recalling the bus-user woman's observation, the low valuation of transit
in-vehicle time is not surprising but does raise the issue of whether users
in today's wired car have similar uses of time. In brief, all these results
make sense.

The foregoing is not a thorough review of the value of travel time reduc-
tions, and no literature review about it is made (Mouter, 2015, 2017; Daly
and Hess, 2019). Relevant matter is that the values of time link travel
behavior models with and planning via social benefit-cost analyses. The
paper's conclusions regarding VTT can be summed up thus: VTT is travel
mode specific (less on transit than auto); depends on location, magnitude
of time reductions, and activity on travel; and VTT may not differ by trip
segment.

A most important issue is whether travel time reductions in passenger
transport should be used in benefit-cost calculations and in planning—
when there is no payment for them (as argued in Talvitie, 2006, and by
Stopher et al., although for different reasons); and how the VTT for travel
time reductions and travel time increases should be dealt with (Daly and
Hess, 2019). For road freight, the issue is also valid, but more complex.
To round out this short discussion on the benefits of travel time reductions
it merits to say that in isolated areas of the developing countries significant
travel time reductions, indeed all-year access to markets and services, are a
significant economic benefit even if there is no willingness–more often in-
ability–to pay for them. At any rate, a more nuanced view about travel
time reductions is necessary. Theory is the issue. The famous words of
French neurologist J-M Charcot that “Theory is good, but it doesn't prevent
things from existing” Freud (1893) applies here as it does in many contexts.

6. Psychoanalytic interpretation of rail factor

First a note about the principal differences between psychoanalytic, psy-
chological and psychiatric approaches to mental phenomena: psychoanaly-
sis transacts with the unconscious, psychology with cognition, and



5 For Freud's omission of female views, see Decker (1991). When I presented my Freudian
rail factor interpretation in a professional meeting, an English woman colleague said to me
“what about that image when a bullet train comes out of the tunnel.”

6 The nature of memory without recollection is an important theoretical question. It un-

Table 3
Model coefficients and values of travel time from non-generic and generic specification of in-vehicle travel time.

Note: Value of travel time
is % of post-tax wage

Non-generic travel time coefficients Generic
coefficients

Range of values
(Note: generic coefficients
give generally lower VTT)

Generic coefficients
(Identical model specification)

M1
Pre-Bart
Modela

M2 Base post
Bart modela

M3 Different VTT:
urban/suburban
residentsb

M6 Post-Bart model
used in IIA testsc

M7 Model with
network Data

M8 Model with
experienced time
datac,d

Parameter

Walk time −0.0689 −0.0900 −0.0731/−0.111 −0.1006 −0.0689/−0.1006 −0.0634 −0.0170
Half-headway −0.0636 −0.0580 −0.0562 −0.0682 −0.0636/−0.0682 −0.0372 −0.0147e

Transfer time −0.0538 −0.0438 −0.0565 −0.0122 −0.0122/−0.0565 −0.0004e −0.0173
Auto on-vehicle time −0.0644 −0.0473 −0.0452/−0.0617 −0.0162 −0.0162/−0.0644 −0.0329 −0.0122
Transit on-vehicle time −0.0259 −0.0197 −0.0086/−0.0318 −0.0162 −0.0086/−0.0318 −0.0329 −0.0122
Value of on-vehicle time -
Auto

227 178 258/150 43 43–258 108 26

Value of on-vehicle time
-Transit

91 74 49/77 43 43–91 108 26

Value of walk time 243 338 418/269 265 243–418 208 36
Value of time
(first) Headway

112 109 161/68 89 89–161 62 16

Value of transfer time 190 165 323/137 32 32–323 1 37

Source: McFadden et al. (1977) and Talvitie and Dehghani (1979).
a. For the base Pre- and Post-Bart models transit on-vehicle time is about 40% of the auto on-vehicle time coefficient.
b. For urban residents' the values of time are higher except for transit on-vehicle time.
c. In some tests Shared Ride violated the IIA. This also applied to the BART access mode-station choicemodels, referred to in the text. In the lattermodels using choice subsets
in model estimation supported equal valuation of the travel time components.
d. Using experienced travel time components, the values of time are lower and (statistically) equal for all travel time components.
e. Statistically insignificant.
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psychiatry with pharmacologic biology. The demarcations between the
three are lines in water, the boundaries porous, and the overlap among
the practitioners is widespread.

The psychoanalytic interpretation of rail factor is based on the uncon-
scious (Freud, 1913), whose “laws differ widely from those of the con-
scious” (Freud, 1912, p 296), and the ‘pleasure principle’ reigns without
negation, doubt, uncertainty and absence of conflict, and without regard
to ‘reality principle’ (Freud, 1911). The unconscious impulses from the
lower regions of the brain request ‘specific action’ and need ‘experiences
of satisfaction’ for discharge. These impulses are transformed into rational
compromise-formations in the cerebral cortex to fashion reality manifesta-
tions for ‘experiences of satisfaction’. Freud's words ‘specific action’ and ‘ex-
periences of satisfaction’ (Freud, 1985/1950) to describe the process of
interpersonal actions. This, I argue, is the route for ‘knowledge illusion’, a
term introduced by Sloman and Fernbach (2016).

Observations and planning discussions about LRT and metro reveal
illusory expectations for the beneficial outcomes and dreams about satisfac-
tions from a rail-based transport system, even when the calculated benefits
show otherwise. Bringing up the costs and benefit transfers disturb
the planning process and are normally detoured to images of ‘wider
economic impacts’ (Andersson et al., 2015; DfT, 2014; Venables, 2017;
Rothengatter, 2016; Hensher et al., 2017), external support from state
and federal (or EU) grants, land use development and increases in property
values along the rail line. Pictures of modern rail vehicles feed fantasies and
further divert decisions to fuzzy reality and awaken unconscious symbol-
isms of ‘experiences of satisfaction’, which stealthily present themselves
here-and-now desires and influence planning and decision-making.

The psychoanalytic interpretation of a rail factor hypothesis may seem
farfetched, crazy in fact, but the literature review in the next section
shows examples how this has occurred, and how unconscious memories
and symbolism motivate surveys, modeling analyses and planning. But be-
fore the reviews, a brief portrayal of a psychoanalytic rail factor interpreta-
tion follows. Freud (1905) wrote (p 201–202):

“[P]leasurable sensations, caused bymechanical agitation of the body is
confirmed by the fact that children are so fond of games of passive
movement, such as swinging … The shaking produced in driving car-
riages and later by railway-travel exercises such a fascinating effect
upon older children that every boy, at any rate, has at one time or other
in his life wanted to be an engine driver or a coachman. It is a puzzling
5

fact that boys [and adult men!] take such an extraordinarily intense in-
terest in things connected with railways, and, at the age at which the
production of phantasies is most active … use those things as the nu-
cleus of a symbolism that is peculiarly sexual. A compulsive link of this
kind between railway-travel and sexuality is clearly derived from the
pleasurable character of the sensations of movement. In the event of re-
pression, which turns so many childish preferences into their opposite,
these same individuals, when they are adolescents or adults, will react
to rocking or swinging with a feeling of nausea… or will be subject to
attacks of anxiety on the journey ...”5

It is commonly understood that (for most humans) the first 9 months of
life is a swinging journey in sheltered environment where all needs are pro-
vided for free and compliant with the pleasure principle. This nine-month
journey ends with a demanding lifelong effort to learn a modus vivendi be-
tween pleasure and reality. Instinctual impulses and the archaic nine-
month long memory (almost) without recollection, both unconscious, pres-
ent themselves here-and-now as conscious wishes for experiences of
satisfaction.6 The swinging blissful environment leaves memory traces for
later “production of phantasies” about paradise. The images of appealing
vehicles and economic development awaken the paradisiac memory traces
and transform the instinctual impulses and un-recollected memories into a
rail factor.Wishes for economic development and ‘wider economic impacts’
makes the forgotten memory of experiences of satisfaction tangible, which
often, but not always, resemble a hallucination.

Although the linked dynamics of ‘specific action’ and ‘expectations of
satisfaction’ hark back to childhood and development of the ego functions,
they are active at present, here-and-now, in all of us. The memory-motive
structure (Pribham and Gill, 1976, Klein, 1975), unconscious or conscious,
is a powerful factor in man's executive actions.

The omnipotent pleasure principle of the unconscious and the need for
‘specific action’ from outside for ‘experiences of satisfaction’ help explain
why discussions on costs and benefit transfers are replaced by consider-
ations of ‘wider economic impacts’ in decision-making. Nothing in the
doubtedly exists (Botella, 2014)
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literature review in the next section contradicts this inference or the expe-
rientially revealed result of no rail factor.
7. Limited review of literature

There are several studies about a rail factor. Among them are modeling
studies with revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) data for
experienced or expected travel service; their effects on the use of travel
modes; focus groups and psychological assays on (behavioral) rail factor
and ‘rail bonus’; and modal images of different public transit technologies.
One of each genre is reviewed next.

A journal article by Ben-Akiva and Morikawa (2002) also approached
rail factor from the mode-specific constants. The study used 1980 census
data from Washington DC region, about contemporary to the BART data,
and concluded that there was no revealed evidence about a rail factor.

Despite the study's agreement with this paper several matters make it
unpersuasive. The model only allowed one ‘maximum’ transit mode for
an O-D pair: Metro, commuter rail, express bus, or local bus. The user of
this ‘maximum’ transit modemust have had walk access to it. Given the im-
portance of walk access to transit choice, the sample chosen with these
criteria became a choice-based sample. A choice-based sample will affect
the mode-specific constants on which basis the inference for the rail factor
was made. The model's CBD dummy, another important variable for rail
choice, is also ambiguous in Washington DC because there are many CBD
like trip generators—Pentagon, Foggy Bottom, L'Enfant Plaza area, Ballston
(in Arlington), two Universities and Government offices near several metro
stations.

There are other issues. The authors do not explain how the calculation
of the LOS variables was made—a serious omission; only that such data
were appended to the trip data. Most Express Bus services in the DC region
are subscription services with low frequency. Therefore, inferences on the
relative magnitudes of the travel time components (walk, wait, and trans-
fer, in-vehicle) are iffy because they are for the ‘maximum’ transit mode
of a choice-based sample. And, there was no driving cost variable. In
short, a complex travel choice environment was reduced to a simple one.
Nonetheless, the modeling work addressed the rail factor issue in a mean-
ingful, empirical manner.

Axhausen et al. (2001a, 2001b) used a different modeling approach to
examine the rail factor in Dresden using both revealed and stated prefer-
ence (RP and SP) data. A small ‘rail bonus’ was inferred from the values
of the models' coefficients and implied values of travel time reductions. It
was reported that VTT for tram and bus is less than for car (absence of car
trip costs makes calculation VTT unclear) and, with one exception (tram
in RP), the transit modes' travel time components are valued equally. The
exception could be due to network coding and path building rules, which
the authors acknowledge; or, that the low disutility of tram in-vehicle
time, may indicate its high utility—a longer tram trip is more enjoyable
than ‘wasting time’ in a bus or car! ‘Core destination’ (CBD?)was important
to transit users. The authors write that care needs to be taken to deal with
choice-based samples and inertia, a prior commitment to using a mode. It
is unclear how this commitment can be unlearned as the authors suggest;
it may come from choice of residence, household life cycle, and perma-
nence of available modes—variables important in Skokie in 1967—or
changes in preferences. All of them underscore the value of public inquiries
in planning.

A study by Hensher and Mulley (2015) is a third kind of (mixed) logit
model to examine “the role of the physical image of differentmodes to iden-
tify the role that image per se pays in forming preferences” between BRT
and LRT (Hensher and Mulley p 8). The study showed pictorial images of
standard and modern BRT and standard and modern LRT, all on dedicated
lanes, to consumer panels in six Australian cities that had BRT or LRT sys-
tems or both. The panels were asked to rate the BRT and LRT images
from most preferred to least preferred. There also were questions of recent
use of modes and socioeconomic data of the respondents. Sophisticated
modeling techniques were used to analyze the data.
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The study found that respondent's habits and experience, Axhausen's in-
ertia, correlated with positive feelings toward modes. Non-users had
smaller rating differences between BRT and LRT. Seating availability and
spacewere an important factor for choosing bus over tram. Itwas important
to have a seat for the trip regardless of mode. LRT preference correlated
with higher income, and modern bus preference increased as respondent's
age increased. Most distinct was the Sydney residents' strong preference
for bus. The authors speculated that “the recent press on the high costs of
rail and the recent success in improving the frequency and network cover-
age of bus services may have a role” for that preference (p 20).

Scherer and Dziekan (2012) combine structured face-to-face interview
and a web-based stated preference survey in German and Swiss cities to
search explanations for a psychological rail factor. Their organizing concept
is ‘schemata’, based on cognitive psychology, an image consisting of attri-
butions of a product or service. Using schemata and a content analysis to
code the attributions from the surveys, the authorsfind that a psychological
rail factor exists and is “highly loaded with emotional and social attribu-
tions” (p 75). After recoding the raw survey data in attempts to exclude
modal attributions that may conflict with the equality of transport services
on the modes hypothesized in ST questions, the authors conclude that
about 50% attributions for regional bus and regional train are emotional
and thus have unconscious roots. Emotional attributions are high also for
urban bus (36%), but much less for trams (17%). Caveats were expressed.

The authors speculate that importance of emotional content in sche-
mata for mode choice would be strengthened if it included attributions
from people who were unable to define their reasons for preference in
words. In addition, the authors opined that a rail factor would be buttressed
if surveys allowed the undecided respondents to consider “a higher ten-
dency for choosing tram/rail due to an unconscious rail preference” and
concluded that “rather irrational reasons”, 20–50% (p 91) in mode choices,
reflect the image schemata of public transport modes and that it is impor-
tant to know more about such reasons.

Overall, the limited literature review shows that a rail factor is a spoken
unknown. Research, old and new, also show the importance of defining the
choices fully, experiences of satisfaction of using public transport, image
and branding, having a seat during the trip, age of the passenger, and the
resource cost of public transport in shaping community's views and accep-
tance of modal options. The results of Ben-Akiva and Morikawa, Axhausen,
Hensher and Mulley, and Scherer and Dziekan, are surprisingly like what
was found with BART data 30–40 years earlier, and what citizens said in
Columbia Pike andWestmetro hearings. Resource costs are absent in the re-
search papers to find a rail factor. This is a surprise. Costs were the defining
factor in Columbia Pike. They also were the defining factor inWestmetro: a
promise of economic development, land values, sustainable environment
and regional integration—at intentionally low costs. And they were the
deciding factor in Sydney. All were real choice situations.

An important finding from the Express Bus model was that it is more at-
tractive to travelers than BART (rail), especially for non-CBD destinations.
The flexibility of Express Bus/BRT can be used to advantage by including
residential walk access and express linehaul with multiple destinations in
its design. This would allow diversity in routing, destinations (not only
CBD) and designated bus stops, also for transfers. This was a success factor
in the Westway Express Bus from Espoo to Helsinki.

I have come across no unequivocal paper or rail project on its ‘wider
economic impacts’ –- economic development which were not benefit trans-
fers – a key argument for rail-based transport. There are recent papers on
ex-ante WEI of transport projects (Andersson et al., 2015; DfT, 2014;
Venables, 2017). Ex-post studies show the reality of large cost overruns of
HSR projects (European Court of Auditors, 2018; Flyvbjerg et al., 2002,
2004). At best then, evidence ismixed although correlation of transport sys-
tems on land use development is visible (Al-Mumaiz, 2018, Lawrence et al.,
2019); land use changes are a benefit transfers rather than a net benefit.
The punch line of Altshuler (1965) about the planning and agreement to de-
velop Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis was that it happened because the plan-
ners gained the trust of the business community and then politicians went
along. Charles River Associates wrote long ago an empirically grounded
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report on the topic. The punch line was that transport investments followed
land use and economic development, not the other way around; this is also
true in Columbia Pike. The report by Pickrell (1989) and my memories of
Buffalo LRT suggest that wider economic impacts are often just a hoped-
for consequence. This view is supported by a report by Hensher et al.
(2017) that concludes:

“If, however, we were to spend the same amount on BRT Full as on LRT
at the LRT level, then BRT Full would deliver a significantly higher
benefit-cost ratio, travel benefits and economy wide impacts making it
undeniably amuchmore attractive investment (and value for tax payers
money) than LRT. The resulting service coverage, frequency, connectiv-
ity and visibility would mean that the northern beaches (together with
the lower north shore) of Sydney would see improved accessibility that
only BRT and not LRT can provide for the same dollar outlay of invest-
ment.”
8. Final words: Realism of the unconscious

The paper's message is the need to recognize and accept unconscious
motives in planning and infrastructure decisions. Before elaborating on
that conclusion, it is apposite to respond in advance to critics who will
find fault or dispute the evidence in the paper. The first downgrade
comes for using ‘old data’. When are data old? Why would ‘new data’
used to forecast 30 years ahead be valid, but not 30–40-year-old data still
valid today? Today, looking back, ‘old data’ criticism lacks evidence. How-
ever, ongoing technological change and suspected changes in values are
valid issues. It is important to collect ‘new’ data and compare models, be-
havior and preferences with ‘old’ data. If changes are observed that does
not validate ‘new data’ for forecasting but rather present questions for plan-
ning practice as will be argued later.

A related concern is that the model specifications and estimation
methods are outdated. Would activity models be better than theMNL (mul-
tinomial logit) estimation of an integrated four-stepmodel? I think not. The
models used in this paper remain contemporary and estimated with data
that underwent extraordinary scrutiny, which is rarely done today,

A more existential would be a claim that the public inquiries are not ob-
jective because they are not based on a metric. However, views and prefer-
ences expressed in public inquiries are important, because they express
views on issues specific to the planning context; focus groups solicit views
only on chosen issues. Both kinds of data are useful but focus groups cannot
substitute for public inquiries. The least useful data on preferences are from
structured questionnaires, which allow computation of (pseudo-scientific)
metrics on matters that person(s) who made the questionnaire thought rel-
evant but may not be so to affected interests. Science is based on observa-
tion; that principle is followed in the paper.

The word ‘Freud’ is controversial to some. I have productively used
Freud's theory and technique in my work as a transport engineer (and in
several papers). Intense feelings about Freud are expressed and “strong res-
ervations” aremade. However, psychoanalytic theories are nomore contro-
versial than the economic theory of utility maximization. Recently,
economists are gradually accepting feelings, symbols and (superficially)
non-rational factors in decisions and choices.

Finally, the definition of rail factormay be experienced as unclear. The
two-fold content of these words is studied in the paper. Depending on the
context the definite or an indefinite article is used for it. The abstract de-
fines it thus: “[a/the] behavioral ‘rail factor’ that may bias mode choice fore-
casts toward rail, or favor investments in urban rail, foster economic
development, or add to satisfaction of travel.”

Two kinds of conclusions are put forward, one for ‘realism of the con-
sciousness’ and the other for ‘realism of the unconscious’. Both kinds are
germane to planning though not ‘snake-oil' to ‘Getting to Yes' (Fisher and
Ury, 1991) or ‘Getting to No’ (Goldwater, 2017).

For ‘Realism of the Consciousness’ four inferences are apparent: First,
evidence from data and models over 40-year time span yielded the same
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result: a revealed rail factor in travel behavior does not exists—it exists
only in planning. This is reassuring as forecasts extend 20–30 years
ahead. The acknowledged caveat is stability of preferences and unobserved
factors; both are strong assumptions.

Second, the value of travel time reductions/increases is mode- and
location-specific with wide variances; and often politically determined!
(Mouter, 2015, 2017; Daly and Hess, 2019). Third, there are good reasons
to question the soundness of including travel time reductions in benefit-cost
calculations (Stopher et al., 2017, Talvitie, 2018). And fourth, although all
the models reviewed ignored the resource costs, they are considered in
planning decisions, and should also be considered in preference surveys.
Flyvbjerg and others have long argued that especially large (rail) projects
have a poor track record in cost accountability (Bruzelius et al., 2002;
Skamris and Flyvbjerg, 1996; Flyvbjerg, 2019). In Westmetro decision
costs were underestimated and benefits overestimated. Columbia Pike deci-
sion may have more to do with the fear of losing an election than a genuine
concern for costs. In Sydney, costs of LRT vs. BRT affected stated prefer-
ences. Thus, even observed rail factor effect in planning is ambiguous.

Expression ‘Realism of the Unconscious’ was coined by J. Laplanche, a
French Psychoanalyst, to distinguish between external reality and psycho-
logical reality. Including ‘realism of the unconscious’ in planning processes
is a difficult practical issue because it supposes capacity ‘listening with the
third ear’ (Reik, 1948). The western scientific tradition since the Greeks is
based on the concepts of freedom of thought, cognitive rationality and con-
sciousness. Freud, harking back to the Greek myths, brought the uncon-
scious into this tradition. However, scientists and philosophers have much
discomfort accepting it. This paper puts into words the two kinds of mind-
edness—conscious and unconscious. Lear (2014 p 683) says this clearly:
“[O]ur freedom consists in our ability to act on the basis of reasons … by
working through our self-conscious understanding… [But] how is reason
to appropriate not merely a hidden and recalcitrant realm of desire, but
an alternative, non-rational form of mindedness?” The studies reviewed
in this paper, that of Freud to Scherer and Dziekan, which through the
‘dummy variables’ and other inferences accept the strong influence of the
unconscious and ‘conscious non-rational form of mindedness’ and ‘a hidden
and recalcitrant realm of desire’ in decisions and preferences. The unspoken
or unknown are often represented symbolically or with images of sleek,
even phallic vehicles, jobs and economic development, clean environment,
benefits to the community and costs defrayed by governments; all research
presented a rail (factor)milieuwithout costs despite their importance to the
decision.

Pleasure principle is the omnipotent factor in human behavior and in-
discriminate reliance on that principle leads to an abyss. Fortunately, ‘real-
ity principle’ that normally accompanies maturation moderates instant
gratification from pleasure and leads to rational, conscious decisions to ob-
tain satisfaction. It is fair to infer that preferences, whether in inquiries, sur-
veys or focus groups, also including the Sydney residents' preference to bus
cited by Hensher and Mulley, are expressions of the pleasure principle. De-
liberate and transparent decisions based on reality (principle) are the pre-
ferred method and consistent with the post-Freudian scientific tradition,
which recognizes the spoken but unknown, thought but unspoken, and spo-
ken and known considerations.

It is not argued in this paper that a rail factor correlation with economic
development is an illusion, but correlation is not causality, nor is there in-
tention to deny satisfaction from travel on trains, nor against investments
in rail transport, subsidies for public transport, nor to argue that promised
economic development will not occur along the rail line. But, a deus ex
machina human behavior is not accepted, conjectured from psychometric
or econometric models, which technocratic interpretation of revealed or
stated preferences convert to utility-maximizing policies or actions, but
not to reality-based behavior.

Rather a view is put forward that the community and affected interests
need to have opportunities to reflect and deliberate transport decisions to
help support the ‘reality principle’ and to guard against a possibility that a
‘rail factor’ is merely a wish that need not be fulfilled. Cities may have good
reasons to develop land uses, undertake mitigations and enhancements, or
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even subsidize transport services. Matters should be mulled over openly at
length in the planning process, among them economic development, trans-
port services and their costs and payment of those costs, aesthetics, cityscape
and image of the city, uncertainties, equity, environment, and the many is-
sues that the citizens bring up. In today's public hearings the organizers and
consultants encourage the attendees to ask questionswith promises to answer
in writing, making the hearings Q&A sessions. Most issues brought up do not
have an answer. Instead they should be reflected on, again as part of a 3C pro-
cess, and ‘answers’ elicited from the participants to help the planners and con-
sultants adjust plans meet the community's desires for which they are willing
to pay.

I have proposed (Talvitie, 2006) that planning should be viewed as an
experiment. This view includes an open and reflective study, without
restrictions on scope, of important project alternatives carried out by un-
avoidably conflicted parties to assess thewhole of the planning experiment,
not only to calculate economic benefits because they are impossible to cal-
culate. And to follow up afterward on the results of the implemented exper-
iment to observe, survey, analyze, record and discuss in public fora, to learn
what the attractive attributes of transport projects are (TCRP 166, 2014).
Like Hirschman (1967) in ‘Development Projects Observed’, ‘the centrality
of side effects’may be discovered; something else than predicted happened.
In such open process the transport and planning specialists have an impor-
tant role.
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